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The Award. From the left: Giulio Figarolo di Gropello, Philippe Juglar (presidente AVPA) 
 
Paris, April 28 2017 - Tenuta di Carma obtained a very important acknowledgement at 
the 15th international contest of "The olive oils of the world" on behalf of AVPA, the 
French Agency for the promotion of the agricultural heritage. The company won two 
awards in the "fruity, green, intense" category:  gold medal (gourmet d'or) for Essenza 
di Carma bio and bronze medal (gourmet bronze) for Formica Alta. And in the “fruity, 
mature, intense” category, Tenuta di Carma won the silver medal (gourmet d'argent) 
for 100% Carma. 
 
Giulio Figarolo di Gropello, the founder of the company, collected the award. He 
underlined how this international award is the result of ten intense years of work with 
an extraordinary team of people, such as his partners Giovanni Bulgari and Gianluca 
Pizzo (olive oil master) and Duccio Morozzo della Rocca, who was consulting on the 
blends. 
 
Following two important Italian publications, Flos Olei and Il Gambero Rosso, that had 
awarded the olive oils in the recent past, this is the first international recognition, that is 
particularly important for the company, as 60% of the production is exported to various 
markets. 



 

 
Giulio Figarolo di Gropello with Tenuta di Carma Prizes 
 
Giulio Figarolo di Gropello commented: "I am very proud of this award, not only 
because France is the country of the "gourmand" and very serious about everything 
food-related, which makes this prize so special, but also because making the best olive 
oil has been my obsession for many, many years. It was a long learning process, a lot 
of investments into the right equipment and into the best consultants, and if you are 
determined enough to settle only for the best and persistent in time, great products can 
be created". 
 
For further information: Francesca Zanoni, f.zanoni@pnap.it 


